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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design and implementation of a ver-

tical degree of freedom suspension system which provides a con-

stant force off-load condition to counter gravity over large

displacements. By accommodating motions up to one meter for

structures weighing up to 100 pounds, the system is useful for

experiments which simulate the on-orbit deployment of space-

craft components. A unique aspect of this system is the combi-
nation of a large stroke passive off-load device augmented by

electromotive torque actuated force feedback. The active force

feedback has the effect of reducing breakaway friction by an or-

der of magnitude over the passive system alone. The paper de-

scribes the development of the suspension hardware and the

feedback control algorithm. Experiments were performed to
verify the suspensions system's ability to provide a gravity off-
load as well as its effect on the modal characteristics of a test ar-
ticle.

INTRODUCTION

Orbital missions are always preceded by ground testing to

validate the mechanics of spacecraft structures. A variety of de-

vices and apparatus are used to model some aspect of the orbital

environment so as to improve the accuracy of the ground test.

These simulations often model orbital temperature, radiation,

vacuum level, and gravity. This research focuses on a method
for simulating a structure's response to an orbital gravity envi-

ronment. Experimentally, this is accomplished by producing a

constant force gravity off-load using a mechanical suspension

system in a l-g laboratory.

To simulate the unrestrained motion that occurs on orbit, a

suspension system must exactly support the weight of the struc-

ture throughout the entire region of motion while introducing no
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extraneous constraint forces on the test article. True free-free

boundary conditions are not achieved however, because gravity

loading creates sagging and stresses due to the weight of the

structure. This loading can be minimized by support the struc-

ture at a number locations. This paper describes a single point

off-load system which can be used singularly or in conjunction

with numerous systems to allow terrestrial simulations of space-

craft docking, deployment, or assembly [ 1]. The system allows

for motions up to I meter for test articles weighing up to 100

pounds. This paper describes the implementation and verifica-

tion of the first generation hardware, support equipment, and

controller of the suspension system. The design utilizes a pas-

sive mechanism to statically off-load the test article weight and

an electromotive actuated force control feedback loop to offset

the passive inertia and friction.

Current off-loading techniques range from the very simple to

the complex. The ensuing examination of these techniques will

describe the more simplistic techniques in brief and then delin-

eate the design of two passive and one active suspension system.

Simple techniques include very long cables, air bearings, and

counterweights. Long cables have low pendulum stiffness

which provides near zero constraining forces in a horizontal

plane. The use of a static cable however eliminates vertical mo-

tion except in the case of very soft cords. This type of support is
adequate for small ranges of motion (one to two inches) on high

frequency structures (10 Hz or greater). Beyond this, the length

of cable needed to reduce stiffness is prohibitive for most facili-
ties [2]. The overhead clearance requirement can be reduced by

changing from a linear spring element to a rotational spring

which requires much less operating room [3]. Airbearing surfac-

es and tracks provide another method of producing simulated

free-free motion in a horizontal plane. This method can be used

in conjunction with a vertical degree of freedom system to re-
move constraints in three dimensions. Spherical air bearings

also exist which provide rotational degrees of freedom through

limited, approximately 20°, angular displacements [2]. Counter-

weights represent probably the simplest method of producing a

vertical degree of freedom. The disadvantage here is the dou-
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bling of the system mass which must be accounted for when

evaluating any results.

More advanced passive techniques include Zero Spring Rate

Mechanisms (ZSRM) which produce a nearly constant force

over a limited stroke. This zero stiffness can be produced in a

number of ways. Mechanical concepts use springs configured to

produce a negative stiffness element on a suspended test article.
This negative stiffness is countered by a positive stiffness ele-

ment to produce a region of near zero stiffness. One such device

[4, 5] is able to support a 300 Ibf mass through a one inch deflec-
tion. The mechanism exhibited suspension modes at 0.16, 5, and

7 Hz with a breakaway friction level of 2.3 grams. Another type

of passive system [6] utilizes an air lubricated pneumatic cylin-

der to support test structures of up to 350 Ibm. The essentially
zero stiffness of the supporting air column allows the test article
to maintain a static deflection with zero return force. No suspen-

sion frequencies were exhibited between 0.2 to 10 Hz. A linear
electromechanical actuator is used to provide small centering

stiffness at 0.1 Hz to keep the test article centered. The reported
stroke of the device is 2.4 inches with a breakaway friction level

of I gram.

Methods also exist which utilize active compensation in off-

loading a test structure. These include a system which utilizes a

torsional spring to support a test article around an equilibrium

position [3]. A motor using position feedback provides negative

stiffness to compensate for the springs changing torque as the
test article deflects. The control system was designed with a fric-

tion compensator. The concept can be extended to three dimen-

sions using three suspension devices positioned at the vertices of

an inverted tripod and connect to the test article via three cables

which attach to a single point. Tests off-loaded a 52 Ibm tip mass
on a 41 inch cantilever beam through an 18 inch range of motion.

The motor was found to be effective in reducing suspension sys-

tem damping. Problems included electronic noise associated
with the motor controllers and friction in the system.

From the above mentioned experiences and results published
in other literature, [2, 5] a number of guidelines were developed

for this research. These goals were designed to ensure an accu-

rate representation of the structures on-orbit mechanics.

Consider first the suspension system mass which affects the

rigid body modes of the test article. A target for the suspension

system equivalent mass was established as 5-10% of the test ar-
ticle mass. It is also important that the vibration frequencies of

the suspension system be well separated from the fundamental
modes of the test structure. Failure to achieve this requirement

may cause modal coupling between the structure and the suspen-
sion system, which can cause a frequency shift or change in the

mode shapes of the structure. Prior work indicates that suspen-

sion modes should be no greater than one-fifth of the supported

structures fundamental mode. System friction can also limit the

fidelity of a simulation by inhibiting performance in two ways;

increased damping in modes of the suspended structure and a re-

duction in rigid body acceleration.

The targeted system load capacity was established as I0 to

100 Ibm to support various structures of interest. The baseline

structure for the design was chosen as an eight bay Warren truss

weighing 38.9 Ibm with a fundamental frequency near 50 Hz.

The defining requirements suggest a fundamental suspension

frequency less than 10 Hz and system inertial mass on the order
of I to 5 Ibm.

A review of the literature and the system requirements sug-

gested that current ZSRM technology would not provide the

range of displacement desired in this research. A paper by UF.

Yang [7] however describes a ZSRM which could provide zero
stiffness over several meters. This concept was selected as the

passive mechanism for the current system. Results from active
feedback techniques [31 show opportunity for improved perfor-

mance over solely passive systems. Instead of using position

feedback, this research has developed a system with direct feed-

back of the off-loading force to sense disturbances at the test ar-

ticle. This combination of a passive system with active force
feedback controller combines the advantages of both systems. In

this arrangement, the passive system supports the static weight

of the test article thereby relieving the active system load re-

quirements. The active system provides precise user specified

performance control through feedback and is capable of com-

pensating for passive system inertia, stiffness, and friction. Ad-

ditionally, the passive system, which is inherently stable,

provides a safety mechanism in the event of active system fail-
ure.

The ZSRM consists of a torsional spring and a non-circular

disk which link to the test article via a cable which wraps around

the disk. This passive off-load acts in parallel to the active force

delivered by a DC serve motor whose shaft is linked to the disk.

A load cell in the support cable provides force feedback to a Pro-

portional Integral Derivative (PID) controller. The system de-

sign is shown in Figure I.
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The following section describes the implementation of the

passive-plus-active suspension system. This includes details of

the passive off-load mechanism and the feedback control loop.

The third section describes tests performed to optimize the feed-

back control scheme and evaluate rigid body acceleration char-

acteristics of the suspension system. The fourth section

examines the suspension system's effect on the modal character-

istics of a suspended structure. The last section discusses final

results and possible improvements lbr future development.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The suspension system consists of two distinct subsystems:

the passive off-load device and the force feedback loop with

electromotive actuation. The design methodology and rationale

of each are described in the following sections.

Passive Sub-System Design

The passive subsystem, a ZSRM capable of large ranges of

motion, consists of a torsion spring and a non-circular disk [Fig-

ure 2].

Figure 2: Photo of the large stroke ZSRM

Given an initial rotation, 130, the torsional spring produces a

torque. Mwr,, _ , on the disk given by,

M p,,,_ = (130 + 0) K

where 0 is disk rotation and K, is the spring rate. This is offset

by the equal magnitude moment created by the cable force

around the center of the disk,

M ohl,, = W.D(O) .

D (01 is the perpendicular distance from the cable to the center

of the disk and W is the weight of the test article. It should be

noted that this distance is not the same as the radius of the disk,

R(0) , the point that the cable contacts the disk. To maintain

static equilibrium, it is necessary that the two moments balance

[Figure 3]. This establishes a relationship between the rotation

angle of the disk, 0, and the required moment arm of the disk at

that rotation, D(0) :

(13o+0) K ' : W.D(O)

As the disk rotates, the effective moment arm, D(0), of the ca-

ble force changes such that the torque from the torsion spring _s

balanced.

\

Spring
_Torque

/

Initial spnngdeflection = 130

Ra __// Cable
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Weight (W] I
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Figure 3: Spring torque balanced by the test article weight

The equations for this type of zero spring rate mechanism

were developed in a paper by L.F. Yang [7]. The concept is also

referred to in a book on classical mechanisms by N.P. Chironis

[8]. Yang's equations for the disk profile were used to determine

the coordinates of the disk shape. From the equations which de-

fine the disk profile, five independent parameters completely

specify the entire passive system configuration given a specific

test structure weight, W: K s is the spring rate of the torsion

spring, 130 is the initial deflection of the spring, 0up and 0dov, n are

the furthest rotation of the disk from the nominal position, and

R,, is the distance from the center of the disk to a stationary cable

guide. Once created, the system can support a test article of any

weight provided a new torsion spring is used to maintain the pa-

rameter, _=W/K s. Current configurations were designed for W =

38.9 Ibm, the weight of the baseline test article.

The design criterion for the disk were primarily based on re-

alizing a one meter stroke, the deflection limitations of the tor-

sional spring, and the torque characteristics of the motor, was

achieving which allows one meter of motion. The stroke of the

system is simply the length of the useful curvature of the disk

profile, which must maintain a convex curvature through the re-

gion of cable contact. Thus a disk with larger average radius

needs less angular deflection to achieve a given stroke than a

disk with a small radius. The disk used throughout these exper-

iments utilizes a spiral curvature which deflects through more
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than 360". Although this added complexity to the design and

machining, it allowed for a smaller average disk radius. Because

the motor and torsional spring torque is delivered through the

disk, a smaller disk allows a smaller, and less expensive motor

and spring to produce the same command authority over the test

article as larger components. This size is limited by the rotation-

al deflection of the spring which can reach very high stress level

and experience nonlinear effects when rotated large angles. As a

result, a maximum rotation was established as 540 °. To reduce

the number of spring coils and average coil diameter, the spring

rate, K s, was limited to 5.0 Nm/rad.

Another consideration was the friction between the cable and

the cable guide. The cable produces a side load, Fsl, on the cable

guide equal to:

(°)F,/ = 2Wsin _-

where f_, is the cable incidence angle [Figure 3]. Because the

friction force is proportional to the loading force, the angle f2

needs to be kept as small as is practical. The angle can be re-

duced by moving the cable guide further from the disk center,

but this forces the system housing to be larger in order to support

the cable guide. The disk size can also be reduced to lessen the

angle so long as the other requirements are satisfied. A number

of designs which met the guidelines were considered. Table I

summarizes the parameter for the disk which is precision ma-

chined from a single 3/8" aluminum tooling plate.

Inmal spnng deflection [30 = 360 _

Maximum angular rotation up 0,,p =290 o

Test article translation up 0.52 m

Maximum angular rotation down Oao,, ' = 160 °

Test article translation down 056 m

Distance from disk center to cable grade Ra = 0.165 m

Frequency parameter ct = 1.907 rad/m

Maximum disk radius 0.2394 m

Minimum disk radius 0.04227 m

Cable guide incident angle fl = 27.9 °

Final design weight 1.6 pounds

Table h Disk design parameters

The next step was the selection of the torsional spring. The

disk shape dictated a spring rate of Ks= 4.5 Nm/rad, for the 38.9

Ibm test article. The spring's maximum rotation is given by,

0 .... = 130 = 520 °

which determines the springs maximum restoring torque:

Tma., = Oma.rK._ = 40.84Nm

From these parameters, the spring, made from oil tempered

wire, [Figure 4], was designed following a standard industry

methodology [9].

3"

Figure 4: Torsional spring design drawing

An additional issue in the spring design was inter-coil friction

during extreme deflection. As the spring deflects, the coils move

closer together. Eventually they touch, creating friction. The

design of the spring pitch allows for coil compression that takes

place during rotation so that a gap remains between the coils

even upon furthest deflection.

Testing conducted with the spring showed that it sagged un-

der its own weight and deflected laterally as torque was applied.

These factors made it necessary to support the spring with a man-

drel. Initially, a single piece mandrel [Figure 5} was placed in-

side the spring for support. As the spring deflects, it binds in

certain spots along the mandrel. Because the mandrel is free to

rotate upon its support shaft, this in itself does not cause a prob-

lem. The difficulty arises because one end of the spring remains

fixed as the other rotates. If the spring binds on the mandrel in

multiple locations which are moving at various rates, large

amounts of friction are generated. Two steps were taken to alle-

viate this problem. First, a new mandrel consisting of four one

inch pieces [Figure 5] replaced the full length mandrel. This al-

lowed the mandrel pieces to rotate with the portion of the spring

that it supported, minimizing any rotational differences. Second,

the entire spring and mandrel pieces were coated with a friction

reducing treatment [ 10]. A noticeable but not complete elimina-

tion of friction was achieved.

Side view On-end view

_e mandrel

Supporl Shaft

Segmented mandrel

Figure 5: Solid and piecewise mandrel designs

The disk is mounted to a shaft which is directly linked to the

drive shaft of the motor. The same shaft supports the spring

mandrel. All of this hardware, as well as the wtre guide, issup-

ported by a housing [Figure 6] which is hard mounted to the
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floor. A 1/16" aircraft cable wraps around disk and passes over

a small low friction bearing which act as a cable guide. The ca-

ble then passes through two overhead pulleys affixed to the ceil-

ing and down to the fixture point on the test structure.

The passive system has the effect of adding the equivalent of

approximately 3 Ibm to the test article from all components in-
cluding the load cell, aircraft cable, disk inertia, spring inertia.

Breakaway friction for the system is highly dependent on the de-

l]ection of the spring indicating that spring binding is still a prob-
lem. At some rotations the friction is as high as 1 Ibm.

Figure 6: Photo of the passive off-load system in its housing

Active System

The active system [Figure 7] is driven by force feedback

from a load cell in the cable path near the test article. Accurate

gravity off-loading requires that the cable tension equal the
weight of the structure. Any input force on the test article will
cause the cable tension to deviate from this value and create an

error signal. The controller reacts to the error signal and com-
mands the servo motor to respond such that the acceleration of
the test article returns the cable tension to the test article weight.

Control actuation is achieved via a brushed DC servo motor

and a switching servo amplifier. The characteristics for the mo-

tor and amplifier chosen are shown in Table 2.

Motor Characteristics:

Manufacturer

Motor type

Peak torque

Stall torque

Continuous stall current

Clogging torque

Friction torque

Motion Technologies

JRI6M4CH-I

5374 oz.m

510 oz.,in

7 64 amps

00L*ln

I I 0 oz.m

Moment of inertia 0075 oz-in sec.sec

Amplifier Characteristics:

Manufacturer

Type 30A20AC

Peak current 30 amps

Max. continuous current 15 amps
i

Bandwidth ] 2 5 kHz
i

Advanced Motion Solullon,;

Table 2: Motor and Amplifier Characteristics

A digital controller [I I ] takes the current load cell signal and

compares it against a reading taken during initialization to form

the controller error signal. The control loop [Figure 7] executes
at 150 Hz until the user manually terminates the controller or the

test article translates beyond preset bounds established by the us-

er. In the first step of the control loop the most recent data from

the load cell is read into memory from the 16 bit analog to digital

converter. This voltage is converted to a force and subtracted

from the initial load cell reading to form the controller error sig-

nal. A signal dead band zeros any signal whose absolute value

is below a user defined level. Any error greater than the dead

band level is not effected.

The error, now in pounds, enters the Proportional, Integral,
Derivative (PID) logic block. Its voltage output is based on a

proportional, integral, or derivative relationship with the load
cell error. The exact formulation follows:

t]

Yout = KpX(n) +gd X(n) -X(nAT -I) +KI Z X(k) +__A'k- I I AT

k=l

where X(n), is the load cell error at each discrete time

step, AT, after processing by the dead band. Kp, Kd, and KI, are

the proportional, derivative and integral gains. The voltage from

the PID passes through a limiter, which limits the output voltage
for safety reasons, before being processed by the disk radius

compensation.

L

_na i

Figure 7: Control logic diagram
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Because the disk's radius is not constant, a given motor

torque will produce varying forces on the test article, depending

on the disk's angle of rotation. This condition causes the con-
troller to behave inconsistently as the test article translates. The

radius compensation scales the torque produced by the motor so

that the resulting force on the test article is independent of disk

orientation. Finally, the control voltage is sent to the 12 bit dig-

ital to analog converter and out to the amplifier.

Control feedback is provided by a load cell which links the

cable and the test article. This load cell must be able to quickly

respond to any changes in cable tension and also endure the wide

range of loads from different test articles. A load cell was chosen

with a I00 Ibf range with and output of 0.05 volts/lbf. An in-line

bi-polar amplifier provides the load cell power and also ampli-

fies the output signal. After zeroing the amplifier prior to each

test, the final transducer sensitivity is 4.9975 volts out of the am-

plifier per 100 lbf. tension applied to the load cell. Before being
digitized, the signal passes through an anti-aliasing low pass fil-

ter and gain stage before digitization. The signal conditioner

uses a low-pass eight pole Butterworth filter which was set to a

30 Hz cutoff frequency as determined by the 150 Hz sampling

rate and the resolution of the digitizer.

The other quantity monitored by the controller is test article

position. From the known profile of the disk and approximate

relation was established between the disk rotation angle and the

translation of the test article. An encoder on the DC motor pro-

vides the rotation angle of the disk. Empirical results showed
that this measurement was reliable to a resolution of _+0.002 m.

The position was monitored by the controller and enacted shut

down if the test article exceed preset limits on its motion.

RIGID BODY EXPERIMENTATION

A number of tests were performed to determine its effective-

ness in off-loading gravity for rigid body elements. Initial tests

determined the best controller configuration and then simula-

tions were performed with various levels and types of input forc-
es.

Test Articles

All of the rigid body tests were performed using a lumped

mass test article. This ensured that any observed low frequency

modes were from the suspension system. For the passive-plus-

active system a 38.9 Ibm solid steel cylinder 5.5 inches in diam-
eter and 5.75 inches tall was used. An eyebolt was tapped into

one end to provide an attachment to a hook which extended from
the bottom of the load cell.

In out Force TyDes

Tests performed with the lumped mass utilized two types of

input forces. The first was a "virtual" force which cau:,es the

controller to act as ifa force has been applied to the test article.

To achieve this a small perturbation is added to the load cell sig-
nal inside the controller. When this new signal is compared to

the initial load cell reading of the test article weight an error sig-

nal is produced and sent to the PID controller. In this way any
input force can be synthesized.

This type of loading was used during controller configuration

to avoid the random aspect of a physically applied load. The re-

peatability provided a very reliable method of comparing system

response for varying controller settings.

Real input forces were used to compare the suspended test ar-
ticle's theoretical on-orbit and measured response to an input

force. Constant force tests were performed by initializing the

controller with the base test article weight and then, with the con-

troller on, placing additional mass on the test article. The addi-

tional weight creates a downward force on the test article causing
both test article and additional mass to accelerate.

As mentioned previously, this type of force input is subject to

random errors introduced as transient impact forces and experi-

menter disturbances. Although the net input force of these inputs

is small, they also have an effect through the moments they in-

duce. Any off-center forces create a moment which tends to

cause the test article to swing, exciting some of the suspension
modes.

Controller Tuning

A number of tests were necessary to optimize the PID control

gains and the load cell error dead band level to produce the best

simulation of on-orbit dynamics. Specifically each type of gain.

proportional, derivative, and integral were tested for system re-

sponse characteristics.

The final scheme utilizes integration only feedback. It is the

only feedback mechanism that is capable of compensating for

the friction in the passive mechanism. Results with integration

gain are presented first and with a brief discussion other gains
following.

Figure 8 shows a typical response to a constant force with in-

tegration gain only. At time 0, the constant input force is applied

and creates an error in the load cell reading. Test article motion

has not yet started because of friction in the passive system

From 0 to 0.5 seconds the controller integrates the error and pro-

duces and increasing output voltage. At 0.50 seconds, the con-

troller output commands the motor torque to a level which

compensates for the friction. The resulting test article accelera-
tion reduces the load cell error to a near zero average. Because

the errors are small, the control output remains at a near constant
level for the remainder of the test.

The resulting motion of the test article is also shown. From
0 to 0.5 seconds little motion occurs. At 0.5 seconds the active

system has completely compensated for the passive friction and

a constant force produces a nearly constant acceleration. The

test article position was calculated from the motor encoder data.

A low pass filter was used to remove any high frequency content
after which the signal was differentiated to get velocity. An ap-
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proximate constant acceleration was derived from the slope off a

least squares fit to the velocity data.

Although a nearly constant acceleration is produced, prob-

lems exist with this scheme. The most obvious is the delay as-

sociated with integration controller, which results because the

controller cannot instantly overcome system friction when a load

is applied. The time needed to overcome the friction and have

the test article reach a constant acceleration will be termed the

"integration lag".

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

W//_ f._ ,,,Q,. " uulput (VOltS}
/ ,,,t,,. ?"

Load Cell Error and Integration Output

0.05

0.00

-0.05

-0.10

-0.15

-0.20

-0.25

-0.30

-0.35

-O.4O

Test Article Position and Velocity
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Integration v _

Lag _ / _

Test Article /

v ,ocity /
Slope Gives \ -

Acceleration X

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Time (seconds)

Figure 8: Typical rigid body response with integration gain

A number of steps can be taken to reduce this lag. Reducing

friction in the passive mechanism will require less output torque

resulting in a faster response. Another possibility is raising the

integration gain which will increase the controller output at a

faster rate. This solution can create a problem with the system's

stability. Figure 8 shows that the load cell error does not go to

zero but instead oscillates about zero with an unidentified 27 Hz

suspension mode. This mode was seen in many of the experi-

mental results. It can become critical if it interferes with the

modes of a test structure. The mode also became unstable when

an integration gain of 15 volts/lbf or greater was used. For gains

of 10 volt/Ibf the mode was well behaved and generally damped

out.

Figure 9 shows the integration lag and the relative error be-

tween the measured and theoretical acceleration for two tests us-

ing different values of integration gains. In one case a virtual

force of-0.5 Ibf was applied to the 38.9 lbm test article with dead

band level set to 0.01 Ibf. The other test used a real -0.65 Ibf

force applied to the same test article level.

Both tests indicate that with a gain above 2 volts/lbf the ac-

celeration can be expected to be within 10% of the predicted val-

ue. Below a gain of 2 volts/Ibf the response becomes very

delayed and does not match the theoretical acceleration. The op-

timum range of gains is 4 to 10 volts/lbf.

60% l_ -0.5 Ibf Virtual Force 2.5
50%

; 2.0

A 40% II r_ • Acceleration Error
1 _ _ Integration Lag 1.5

-;"30Olollli F] 1.0 "o

-& 10% '05

< 0% m
,- 0.5 1 15 2 3 35 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0

.... C

12°/°i] °'65 'b' RealF°rce,0% t '°-°0.a
Ill I • Acceleration Error l em

=. 80/oI lira [] ,nteg,ationLag f 06.,.oII!1 0.4

4°1o

2°1° J-I 0.2
0% : ' : " ' 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Integration Gains

Figure 9: Acceleration error and time lag at various integration

gains

Because of slight fluctuations in the load cell signal and noise

during signal transmission there is a random component in the

load cell signal. Although effects vary from test to test, the error

commonly exhibits a bias, when integrated by the controller, can

produce a command signal large enough to initiate motion in the

test article

Because of friction inherent in the passive system, the motor

must continuously produce a torque to offset the friction force.

Only integration gain is able to provide this type of compensa-

tion. As an external force is applied to the test article, a load cell

error appears. A proportional gain will respond by providing an

output which sends the test article in motion. However, as the

test article accelerated the load cell error drops to zero with the

proportional controller also going to zero. With no torque to off-

set friction the test article slows down again creating a load cell

error, driving the system into oscillation.

A different problem occurs with the derivative gain. It can

only respond to a change in the load cell reading The derivative

gain can not respond to a constant error, only changes in error.

As a load is applied the system responds with an output which

accelerates the test article. This relieves the error and gives a

negative derivative which causes an output in the opposite direc-

tion which accelerates the test article in the opposite direction,

again establishing an vibrating system. Both of Ihese effects

were observed in experimental tests. These tests showed that, by
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themselves, proportional and derivative gain cannot compensate

for the system friction.

However, as indicated by the results of the above test results,

integration control only may not be the optimum controller for

the system. Utilizing proportional and derivative gain may help
solve the problems by providing a more rapid response as a dis-

turbance is initiated thereby reducing integration lag. Future

work aimed at a full PID controller or perhaps some other con-
troller scheme could reduce lag and provide a more stable re-

sponse.

The dead band in the controller is used to reduce or eliminate

the drift problem. Measurements of integration drift were taken

with dead band set to 0.00, 0.01 and 0.02 Ibf [Figure 10]. With-

out a dead band all of the system noise passes to the integrator

and integration drill is very significant. The 0.01 Ibfdead band

allows a small amount of noise but greatly reduces the output
drift. With a dead band of 0.02 lbf, the noise is almost complete-

ly filtered out producing a very small integration drift. Although

a large dead band produces a small drift, other factors must be

considered. The system can not respond to any force smaller

than the dead band level, thereby reducing the system sensitivi-

ty. The optimum dead band is the smallest level which reduces

the integration level to an acceptable value for the experiment

being conducted. For instance, drift will be more important in a

slow deployment experiment during which the error will have a
long period of time to grow and effect the test article motion.
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Figure 10: Effect of Dead Band on integration drift

Force Response Te,4t

After determining how the system response changes with

various control configurations, additional tests were performed

to quantify the systems ability to track different levels and types
of forces.

For these tests, the suspension system off-loaded the 38.9

Ibm with a control dead band setting of 0.01 lbf. A constant real
force was applied in varying magnitudes by placing different

sized masses on the test article. The test range is controlled by

the controller, which monitors test article position and shuts

down after the preset displacement has been reached, which for

these tests is 0.5 m. Upon shut down the controller records total

test time. Values of load cell error, controller output voltage, and

test article position were recorded at each for each pass through
the control loop.

At each force level, controller configurations with gains of 4

and 10 volts/lbf were used. Time lag and relative acceleration

errors are shown for both gain tests in figure I I.

Both gains produce acceleration accurate to within 10%
down to force levels near 0.25 Ibf. Between 0.1 to 0.25 lhf the

acceleration performance deteriorates and error and lag increase.

Below 0.1 lbf no significant motion was record. The establishes

a breakaway force level near 0. I Ibf. As comparison, with active

feedback turned off, passive off-load only, the breakaway fric-

tion level is near 1.25 Ibf meaning an improvement in system

sensitivity of an order of magnitude.
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Figure I h Test article response to various force levels
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MODAL ANALYSIS OF A SUSPENDED STRUCTURE

To determine the suspension system's effect on the vibration-

al characteristics of a suspended test structure, a modal survey

was performed on a test article suspended by a static line and by

the suspension system.

T_t Article Selection

A 38.9 Ibm highly flexible test article [Figure 12] was de-

signed to have a relatively low first bending frequency near 10

Hz in one transverse direction. The other direction has much

higher stiffness to elevate the frequencies, above 150 Hz, out of

the bandwidth of the modal test. This eliminates any coupling

between orthogonal modes and ensures that no out of plane

modes appear in the frequency response function. The beam was

also designed with a relatively short length to reduce sag in a one

g field. A simple MSC/NASTRAN model was used to estimate

the first and second bending modes which were predicted to be

at 7.6 Hz and 71 Hz.

flexible
direction

4"x4"x2." 4"x4"x4" _,

_ _ ........ stiff

_ C_m_m_/ _ direction
A B

Figure 12: Highly flexible test article

Modal Survey of Hiahly Flexible Test Articles

Modal tests were performed with accelerometers at locations

A, B, and C along the beam aligned with the flexible direction of

the beam. An impulse was delivered to the center mass using a

modal hammer along the same axis as the accelerometers. Two

tests were performed. For the first, the structure's flexible direc-

tion was aligned with the horizontal plane and the structure sus-

pended from a single static cable at the center mass. These

results [Figure 13] should represent the free-free modes of the

structure because no external forces, including gravity, act in the

horizontal direction. For the second test the flexible modes were

oriented in the vertical direction with the structure suspended

from the suspension system. The results are shown in the fre-

quency response function [Figure 14], which gives he dB mag-

nitude, phase, and coherence of the response

For the experiment in the horizontal direction, the first and

second bending modes appear at 9.2 Hz and 77 Hz. These com-

pare closely to the predicted results from the finite element mod-

el, see table 3. It should also be noted that three unpredicted

peaks, near 41 Hz, 53 Hz, and 98 Hz also exist. These are local

modes in the beam which were not represented in the finite ele-

ment model. Of more interest is an comparison of the modes

from the actively suspended structure. It is apparent that the co-

herence and modal resolution are lost in the 30 Hz bandwidth of

the suspension system controller. At these frequencies the

modes appear highly damped. Above the bandwidth of the con-

troller, the frequency response is relatively unaffected. No shift

in frequency appears and the peak amplitudes are almost identi-
cal
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Figure 13: FRF of flexible test structure
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Figure 14: FRF of suspended flexible test structure

NASTRAN Horizontal Test Activety Suspend-

ed Test

First bending 76 Hz 92 9 (highly darnpedl

Second bending 71 Hz 77 77

Unidenufied no match 41.53.98 Hz 4 I, 53, 98 Hz
Modes

Table 3: Vibration frequencies of test article
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DISCUSSION

Summary of Current Capabilities

As presented, two major types of testing were performed
with the one dimensional suspension system: rigid body acceler-

ation and modal response of a suspended test article. While the

passive-only system has a friction level of 1.25 Ibf, active force
feedback compensation is able to reduce this by an order of mag-
nitude to 0. I lbf. Simulations involving rigid body accelerations

can be expected to be within 10% of the values achieved on orbit.

The best perlormance was achieved using integral only feedback
with a dead band of 0.01 lbf.

Integration lag was a problem identified with the integration

only controller. Raising the control gain reduces the lag but also
results in destabilization of the 27 Hz suspension mode. These

two factors must be considered during controller configuration

and result in some limitations of the suspension system. The lag

can prohibit effective off-loading in experiments involving rap-

idly changing inputs. Nevertheless, the system can be useful in

vertical deployment experiments and also vertical rigid body
translation tests.

The results of the modal survey suggest that any attempt to

examine test structure frequencies within the bandwidth of the

controller will produce a highly damped response. For tests

which involve structures with higher frequency modes, the re-

suits are within a few percent of the measured unrestrained val-

ues.

Recommendations for Future Systems

The three most critical problems identified in the currently

implemented system are the integration lag, the passive sub-

system friction, and the presence of the 27 Hz suspension mode.
Refinements in the controller and the passive system could re-

duce or eliminate these problems. Suggestions for improve-
ments in these areas follow.

Further testing of the system should be performed to better

identify its vibrational characteristics. A frequency response

function of the suspension system could be performed by input-

ting a sine dwell force into a lumped mass test structure suspend-

ed from the suspension system and measuring the resulting
acceleration. This would identify suspension system modes and

might help locate the source of the 27 Hz mode which was so

pervasive during testing. Methods for reduce the effect of this
mode could include eliminating it mechanically, if possible, or

utilizing a stop band filter for the controller

The current controller frequency is software limited to 150

Hz. With software upgrades the frequency can probably be
raised to near 1000 Hz. Modifications are feasible which can re-

duce the bandwidth to near 1000 Hz. This would allow tests

which examine changes in rigid body acceleration and test article

modal response for various controller speeds and filter cutoff fre-

quencies.

Further controller improvements include optimizing the PID

gains. As mentioned, the optimum controller might include PID
control. The primary goal of these refinements should be reduc-

ing the integration lag toward zero. Future tests should also di-
rectly measure the mass and stiffness that the suspension system
adds to the test article.

Reducing the friction throughout the system would also im-

prove system performance. Less friction would reduce the
breakaway force needed and consequently reduce integration

lag. A full study could be conducted to determine the various
sources of friction and methods to reduce it. Friction sources in-

clude the overhead pulleys, the bearings used in the cable guide,

the bearings in the disk support shaft, and the servo motor and
encoder.

The greatest amount of friction is due to the torsional spring.

The friction increases with spring deflection, when the coils con-

tact each other and when binding on the mandrels becomes sig-

nificant. To verify this, tests of the systems breakaway friction

should be performed at positions with large and small spring de-
flections. Different mandrel designs may be able to reduce the

contact friction. A spring utilizing more coil spacing or even a

design with helical spiral coils might prevent adjacent coils from

coming in contact with each other.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented a suspension system capable of off-

loading test structures for use in space construction type experi-
ments. The research has verifies the implementation of the non-

circular disk ZSRM to a large stroke off-load system. The pas-

sive system is capable of off-loading up to 100 Ibf over a range
of 1 m. The breakaway friction level is 1.25 Ibf. With the addi-

tion of a force feedback integration loop controller this friction

level was reduced an order of magnitude to O. I Ibf. The response
to constant force levels down to 0.25 Ibf is accurate to within

10% with the exception of the presence of the integration lag and

a stability issue of the 27 Hz suspension mode. These problems,

as well as the passive system friction, should be addressed in fu-
ture refinements.
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